iEnvision...facilitating information flow and access between Med Affairs functions

- Activity request and evidence generation management
- Workflow management and support for HEOR/RWE research activities
- System-managed clearance and approval for disclosures
- Publication planning and management
- Searchable repository sharing of scientific materials
- Managing medical information enquiries and responses
I am a publications planner, using Datavision as a standalone solution

What information would assist in the efficient development and optimization of my publication plans?
Which pubs are being cited and where?
Which pubs are getting attention?
Which pubs are being used internally?
What HEOR studies are planned?
What questions are physicians asking?
What gaps could be filled with IIT data?
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What is my current process for getting this information?
Processes vary across companies, various locations and gatekeepers involved
How will the iEnvision integrated ecosystem of solutions facilitate information access and flow between Med Affairs functions?
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In summary iEnvision allows you to answer and act on three questions

**PLAN**
- What information is available to inform my decisions?
  - driven by rule- and role-based access

**ACT**
- What do I need to do?
  - in relation to my assigned projects and tasks
  - e.g. approvals, reviews, decisions

**MONITOR**
- What is going on in ‘my world’?
  - i.e. my area(s) of responsibility or interest
  - e.g. view metrics, status summaries, latest information
THANK YOU

Questions:  Russell Traynor
            russell.traynor@envisionpharma.com